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ABSTRACT 
 
Multiprocessor task scheduling is process of allocating some tasks to several processors so that the over-
all time of tasks completion is to be minimized while precedence constraint are preserved. Multiprocessor 
task scheduleng is NP-complete problem that means it takes a long time to solve. In this paper, by simu-
lating eurygaster life a novel approach has been proposed to solve this problem. These insects divide the 
search area of problem into several sections and investigate each section separately. Evaluation results 
show that proposed approach is more useful and faster that heuristics methods like genetic algorithm and 
PSO.  
 
Keywords —  evolutionary computation, genetic algorithm, eurygaster life, multiprocessor task 
scheduling, parallel systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Multiprocessor task scheduling is a process of allowing task to be processed on several processors [1, 2]. 
This problem is belonging to NP-Hard category and has been focused to solve by researchers 
[1,2,3,4,5,7,9]. In this problem, a set of jobs with length Ji are distributed on the limited number of pro-
cessor to be executed while the main purpose is finding appropriate scheduling so that the time to run all 
of the task without overlap be minimized[1,4]. In this paper, all processors are independent and also each 
task can be executed by each arbitrary processor. In the other hand, tasks may be having some depen-
dence to each other and precedence constraints are appeared. Real parallel systems must handle these 
issues because parallelization level is reduced and in some condition parallel systems fails to exploit par-
allelism with correct execution of tasks [7,8]. Scheduling tasks on multi-processors is one of the impor-
tant challenging in parallel and distributed systems, consequently many researches have been focused to 
solve this problem [6,7]. In this paper some assumption are preserved [1,5]. 1-All the tasks and processors 
are available at time Zero. 2- Processors never fail. 3- All processing time on the processors are known, 
deterministic, finite and dependent on sequence of the tasks to be processed. 4- Each processor is conti-
nuously available for assignment. 5- The first processor is assumed to be ready whichever and whatever 
task is to be processed on it first. 6- Processors may be idle 7- Splitting of task or task cancellation is not 
allowed. 
 
In the other hand, eurygaster algorithm is an algorithm developed to solve NP-Hard problems. In this al-
gorithm, each eurygaster shows one solution and the best solution is the answer of problem. In this algo-
rithm a set of eurygasters distributed over wheat farms and ruin them. After ruining one farm, they mi-
grate to adjacent farm to disturb it. This routing is continued until either all of the farms are ruined or the 
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best farm is reached.  
   
We introduce eurygaster behavior in section2. Proposed approach and evaluation results are described in 
section 3 and section4, respectively. Finally, we draw some conclusion in section5. 
 
Eurygaster behaviors 
Eurygaster integricep is an insect pest that predominantly attacks grains, feeding on the leaves, stems and 
grains, reducing yield and injecting a toxin into the grains which adds a foul smell to the resulting flour, 
and substantially reduces the baking quality of the dough. 
 
In winters eurygasters live under the plants and bushes in hillside, in several numbers and make a group. 
At the end of winter and at the beginning of spring when it gets warmer, these insects end their winter 
sleeps and get ready to move and fly to grain fields by moving over the high mountains and leaving the 
nests in groups. The first group by the use of its instinct finds the best and the nearest grain fields and 
stays there. Getting there, this group of insect sends signals to the air to show the other groups their being 
there. Based on the number of eurygasters in a place, the strength of signals will be different. If the num-
ber of eurygasters in a grain field is not great, the rate of diffused signals will be little and if the number 
of eurygasters in a grain fields is greater, the rate of diffused signals will be increased. They diffuse these 
signals to show the others that reside there. So that the other groups of eurygasters understand that they 
should not close to the grain field which contains the first group. Of course the other groups based on 
diffused signals by the first group and the strength of these signals they decide if they can land and stay 
there or not. If the power of diffused signals is low, it means that some of the other groups of eurygasters 
can land and stay by the other groups which are resident there and began to eat. While the strength of the 
signals in the sky is high, it means that the other groups cannot land on the field(s) containing eurygasters, 
and they must fly to other fields in which there are no eurygasters, to live and eat. 
 
According to the passage mentioned above, the next group of eurygasters while flying from their nests to 
other fields to find the best grain fields searches the best and closest ones to land and eat based on the 
broadcasted signals by landed group(s). This process will continue until they will find a suitable and use-
ful grain field to eat.  
 
We conclude that all the grain fields in a wide area will be attacked by eurygasters, because they do not 
gather in a one place.so, when there is not enough food in a grain field in which the eurygasters have 
stayed for a time, they will fly to a new field with no eurygasters according to the process mentioned 
above. 
 
Eurygaster Algorithm 
In this section, eurygaster algorithm is described. Solving non-linear functions are so necessary in real life 
today and recently researchers interested in inventing methods to solve them. Thus, our approach contri-
butes to solve NP-class problems. The great advantage of this algorithm is that it’s so easy to implement 
and is also inexpensive in term of memory and speed. The second advantage of this algorithm is its con-
vergence speed compared to other methods like GA and PSO. 
 
The related semi-code of the proposed algorithm is as algorithm1. This algorithm is formed by combining 
of 3 sub-algorithms. In each phase, we described how to apply this algorithm to shortest path problem in a 
way it can be solved. 
 
1 Initialization 
In this phase the shortest path problem is divided into some partition and each partition is investigated 
separately. Also the structure of eurygaster is constituted. Suppose we have one graph like figure1.  
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Figure1. Task graph 
 

In this research, implementation has been executed on 4 processors. So a sample eurygaster for supposed 
task graph in figure 1 is according to figure2.  
 
 

 
 

Figure2. Eurygaster Structure 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Algorithm1. Eurygaster algorithm  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I� the number of clusters 
 
While I <> 0 do 
 

1. Initialization:   produce euragasters or particles according to characteristic of one partition 
2. Distribution: distribute eurygasters on the regions of the partition 
3. Evaluation: evaluate suitability of each eurygaster or particle depend on the problem 

3.1 If the suitable result of the partition is not obtained 
3.1.1. Change the position of Eurygasters in the partition 
3.1.2. goto 3 

3.2 If the result of the problem is not obtained 
3.2.1. I-- 

3.2.2. goto 1 
Else 

3.2.3. Stop algorithm or break 
      End while 

Algorithm1. Eurygaster Algorithm 
4. Report the solution of the problem 
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In this figure, eurygaster is a matrix with 4 processors. Processes T0, T4, T5 are executed on processor p0. 

Each process is executed on one of the processors if it is be free and dependant constriants are satisfied. 
Also, in this problem the area of problem is divided into three partitions as follows. The first partition 
involves all processes with least execution time, orderly. Also in this partition dependant constraint must 
be respected because this criterion is necessary to run program correctly. The logic behind this partition is 
that waiting time and turnaround time of processes are reduced because of running the short process as 
soon as possible. The second partition involves all processes with most execution time, orderly. Also in 
this partition dependant constraint must be satisfied like the first partition. The logic behind this partition 
is that after executing long processes, processor can execute several short processes.  The last partition 
orders processes arbitrarily.   
 
4-2 Distribution 
In this phase, eurygasters according to their structures are produced and spread over the region of first 
partition. There are three probabilities in each partition. First, the answer is not found and the whole 
search space of partition is not investigated. In this case, some other eurygasters are produced and 
distributed to remaining section of partition. Second, the answer is not found and the whole search space 
of partition is investigated. In this case, some erygasters are created and spread over another partition. 
Finally, if the answer of problem found in partition, the algorithm is terminated.  
 
4-3 Suitability 
In order to find the solution of the problem, eurygasters should be evaluated so that the best answer is 
obtained. In order to reach the best solution, we must have a tool that justifies the solution. In this paper, 
the following function is used to examine the suitability of solutions. 
 

Suitability (eurygaster)=1/(finish time of last process) 
 
It is obvious that the best answer is one with highest suitability. 
 
5. Evaluation Results 
To evaluate results, we use standard task graph as a benchmark and all evaluation have been executed on 
four processors [6]. For better evaluation, proposed algorithm and genetic algorithm have been imple-
mented and executed on each graph for 10 times. The best and the average time of both algorithms are 
shown in table1. For simplicity, the communication cost of tasks is set to zero. Table1 shows that pro-
posed approach is faster in obtaining the solution of problem.  

 
Table1. Evaluation results of proposed approach VS genetic algorithm 

 
 Proposed approach Genetic algorithm 

Benchmark Best time Average time Best time Average time 
50tasks\Rand0100 0.00123 0.00776 0.00271 0.00977 
50tasks\Rand0069 0.00287 0.00350 0.00276 0.00341 
50tasks\Rand0019 0.00539 0.00856 0.00723 0.01391 
50tasks\Rand0016 0.00465 0.00956 0.00481 0.01309 
50tasks\Rand0002 0.018548 0.02310 0.01933 0.02684 
100tasks\Rand0100 0.01936 0.02566 0.02045 0.02933 
100tasks\Rand0069 0.01966 0.03270 0.02182 0.03859 
100tasks\Rand0019 0.01342 0.01857 0.01833 0.02438 
100tasks\Rand0016 0.01333 0.02342 0.01715 0.02742 
100tasks\Rand0002 0.02088 0.02190 0.02328 0.02937 

 
As you can see in table1, the execution time of our approach is less than genetic algorithm except in 50 
tasks\rand0100 benchmark. The average time is the medium time of running algorithms on each bench-
mark 10 times and the best time is one of the tests that get solution faster than other tests in 10 times ex-
ecution.  
 
Proposed approach unlike genetic algorithm lacks the local optimum so the probability  
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Of getting the more accurate solution in this method is much more than the genetic algorithm. Moreover, 
in this method every space of the problem is searched for once while in the genetic algorithm every part 
of the problem space can be searched several times in different generations, so the rate of convergence in 
this algorithm is much more than the genetic algorithm. It is concluded that researchers work has accurate 
solution and also is faster in comparison to genetic algorithm. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In this article, one approach based on the behaviors of eurygasters has been presented to solve multipro-
cessor scheduling. This approach unlike genetic algorithm lacks the local optimum so the probability of 
getting the more accurate solution in this method is much more than the genetic algorithm. Moreover, in 
this method every space of the problem is searched for once while in the genetic algorithm every part of 
the problem space can be searched several times in different generations, so the rate of convergence in 
this algorithm is much more than the genetic algorithm. Also, this algorithm is easy to implement by 
computer. If takes a few lines to programming and doesn’t need a huge memory or CPU speed. Both pro-
posed algorithm and genetic algorithm were executed on standard task graphs and evaluation results show 
that convergence speed by proposed approach is faster and also more accurate.  
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